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Montana Favored Over Strong Vandals

9

Santa

GrizzlyHorde
W ill Descend
UponM oscow

Foresters Find
Ideal Location
For Ski Slide

R ifle League
W ill Arrange
New Schedule

Hill In Blackfoot Valley Decided
Upon (or Scene of Club
Practice Meetings

Simmons Breaks

8-Y ear-O ld

Big Announcement

Girl Is Lead

President Officially Adds Friday
To Thanksgiving Vacation

In New Play

Attracted by ASMSU President
Peter Murphy’s promise of one of
the
“ big announcements of the Gwendolyn Keene to Play
Many Students, Fans Plan
year," one of the largest convoca
Role o{ Heroine
An “ideal slide (or all types of
Trip to Neale Field
tion audiences ever assembled at
skiing, from slalom to practice
In One-Act
Montana
State
university,
yester
For Big Came
slides,” was located last Sunday
day heard President George Fin
by a committee from the Forestry
An
eight-year-old
girl will play
lay
Simmons
officially
add
Friday
Representatives from each rifle
Ski club, according to reports made
the lead in one of the three oneteam in the Garden City league to the Thanksgiving holiday.
by Boris Vladimiroff, Chicago, a
President Simmons admonished Iact plays which the Masquer labwill meet with Major George B.
member of the committee.
Norris, associate professor of mil students to keep three things in oratory theater will present De
The site is 40 miles up the BlackFessy, Wildly Cheering Rooters
itary science, at 7:30 o’clock Tues mind over vacation—“ the triumph cember 2 in the Student Union
foot valley, accessible by good
Give Team Send-off
day night to draw up a schedule of the Grizzlies over the Sioux on Ibuilding. The child, Gwendolyn
roads to within 500 yards of the
At Station
Thanksgiving day, o f America over Keene, Missoula, plays Vergie in
for winter quarter.
slide. Vladimiroff said the terthe world in personal benefits, and “ The Telephone Rings,” by Eliza
Represented in the Garden City
Iritory about the slide is normally
man over turkey.”
beth Marsh.
A horde of Grizzlies will descend
] covered on the level by two feet league are Garden City rifle team,
"Gwen is learning her role very
Dean A. L. Stone, guardian of
tomorrow on Neale field at Mos
of snow, ample for all types of Forest Service rifle team, men's Silent Sentinel, senior honorary well,” said Violet Thomson, Helcow for the Montana-Idaho footvarsity rifle team, --------university womIskiing.
fraternity, announced the pledging ena, director of the play. “ She
ball game.
| on'e sector of the sUde, with both I« ’»
te» m' of Robert Van Haur, Hilger.
knew all the lines of her long part
Cold but wildly cheering Grizzly steep and gradual slopes, creates
!**"*'■
y ........ .. ntlnr Fort
The Dixie Jubilee quartet, on a at the first rehearsal.”
supporters braved the Hellgate an unusually adaptable situation
0
Pm
,
|tour of colleges in the nation, preThe other plays on the program
wind, to hit a high peak o f en-1 lor experienced skier, and novices,! Missoula and the officers reserve
sented a program of plantation will be “Portrait of the Artist's
thusiasm at the send-off rally-par said Vladimiroff. On another slope corps,
melodies, negro spirituals and imi- Wife,” by Roland English Hartley,
ade for the football team yesterday timber is scattered, necessary for
Tryouts for the teams will be tations, interspersed with short and “ Release” by E. H. Smith. All
afternoon.
obstacles in slalom racing. A run conducted during the remainder of readings.
three are student directed and
President Simmons offers- stu
Advance ticket sales indicate of three miles is a possibility in the quarter. League competition
dents "gentleman’s agreement” —Ray Whitcomb, president of student produced.
that
many
Missoulians,
university
will
start
during
winter
quarter.
one
place.
read “ Simmons Breaks,” page one.
ASMSU during the 1936-37 term,
Masquers are also rehearsing a
students and other supporters will
A state ranger’s cabin near the I The university will have a fresh- led the record-breaking student radio play, “ Mrs. Worthington’s
cheer for the Grizzly football team slide may be available as a shelter j man team in the league this year convocation-goers in yells. Whit- Daughter," which they will present
at the crucial game with Idaho.
for skiers, he said. If that is not for the first time. Any freshmen 1comb has gained much praise from j from 8 to 8:30 o'clock Monday over
Paraders, clad in mufflers and obtained, the Blackfoot logging with shooting experience are urged the student body for his high in- KGVO. Every member of the cast
heavy overcoats, led by Fessy and ]headquarters cabin for the Ana- to try out for a place on the team. |terest in campus affairs.
is a Masquer Royal. Violet Thomthe Grizzly band, marched from j conda Copper Mining company ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ison is director. Anyone desiring a
Main hall to the Northern Pacific “ “ F 8* utilized.
< r
1 * 0
1
rs
part in possible future radio plays
depot by the way o f University | Safety, said Vladimiroff, will be y 0 ( 6
O l o tlH iC lltS
l i t f 01*11111
should see her.
emphasized.
Only experienced
and Higgins avenues.
Beside Gwendolyn Keene, mem
skiers will be allowed on the more
Rally Organized
bers of the cast of “The Telephone
Yell leaders quickly organized difficult runs. This move, he said,
Rings” are Margaret Clark, Trout
the rally on the depot platform, was to eliminate unfortunate acci
j Creek, as Jean Pomeroy; Robert
which was filled by the paraders dents as that which occurred to Dr. I
Kretzer, Anaconda, Herbert Gardand those who came in cars. Mon c. f . Deiss last season.
i Smith, Paulson, Browning and Payne Lead Discussion Iner; *** Hammon». Plains, taxi
tana songs were sung, accompanied
The Blackfoot slide will be ex n
ru
••
d
l. C L
r- l
n n
driver; Bill Baucus, Great Falls,
yuestion; itesult 5I10W8 LlgntV Hallots
Adam Pomeroy, and Effiellen Jefby the band, and yells were led elusive to members of the Forby the cheer leaders. Doug Fes estry Ski club.
Against Compulsory Training
[ fries, Missoula, Eloise Denny.
senden, Grizzly coach; Lefty Hoag____________________
__________________
I Players in “ Release" are Don
land, athletic manager, and PresiIHopkins, Whlteflsh, Bull; Frapk
By a vote o f 80 to 11 for voluntary ROTC, the third Campus stanton, Hamilton, Lefty; Bob
(Continued or Page Four)
ICongress audience last night answered Bill Browning’s plea Warren, Glendive, Rabbit; Emer-

University to Have Four
Teams as Freshmen
Enter Matches

Advance Sales Mount

Ticketeer

Supports Voluntary ROTC

Rx Ball W ill Be

AT CENTRAL BOARD
Manager Carl Chambers -makes
Idaho game announcement—read
“ Chambers Says,” page one.

Out-Talked

November 16 — Committee
recommendation that $10 for
Kalmin editor's monthly salary
(which was to come from a
scholarship fund) should not
come from the Kaimin reserve
fund is approved by CB, sub
ject to reconsideration in spring
quarter.
Woodburn B r o w n submits
plan to give M club members
free admission to athletic con
tests for three years following
their completion of varsity com
petition. CB decides that Ath
letic board should act on situa
tion before CB takes action.
Suggestion that Central board
give key awards to its members
as recognition of their service
not accepted.
Granted that
members may purchase own.

Tomorrow Night for
-------------

P ress C lu b

Annual Dinner

H on orsS ton e

O f R ock Garden

War Cry to Be

“ Scalp the Sioux”

sident Ray Whitcomb’i
school spirit—read “ Sim•ales,” page one.

m a t^

n

of “Portrait of the

Hurdle in Tomorrow’s
Battle for Tenth Win
Fessenden, Bank Are Skeptical on Game’s Outcome;
Idaho Confident Neale Field’ s Unbeaten
Record Will Remain Intact
Fighting for their tenth straight victory, Montana Grizzlies
clash with Idaho Vandals on Neale field in Moscow tomorrow
aftemooh. Expert opinion favors Montana in the annual bat
tle. Students of both schools are confident of victory. “ We
^have never been beaten on our
home field,” rings out from the
I d a h o campus. The Grizzlies'
boosters are confident that Mon
tana will win.
Not voicing the optimism of the
students, the competing coaches
are skeptical. Fessenden says that
outcome of the game can be told
better after the final gun. Bank
the Grizzlies’ touchdown trio.
Visiting Debaters Oppose fears
“Last week in Spokane,” says
Forced Mediation
the Vandal mentor, “ we had to
watch Karamatic. This week we
In Labor
have three backfield stars to stop
—Popovich, Lazetich and Szakash,
In a poll determining audience all equally good.”
“ I have a hunch,” commented
shift of opinion, Gonzaga's debaters
outpointed Montana last night on Fessenden alter the Gonzaga-Idaho
the question: “ Resolved, the Na game in Spokane, “that we are in
tional Labor Relations Board Shall for a busy afternoon in Moscow
Be Empowered to Enforce Arbi Saturday. That boy Durham, as
tration in all Industrial Disputes," well as Roise and Trzuskowski,
Representing the affirmative for will stand plenty o f watching."
Doug Fessenden, Harry Adams,
Montana were Bill Scott, Great
Falls, and Walter Coombs, Mis- Jiggs Dahlberg, Lefty Hoagland
soula. Bob Doellwo and Bill Royce and the entire Grizzly squad rest
defended the negative point-ofLewiston, Idaho, today and will
view for Gonzaga.
I®^^e the short trip to Moscow
The actual shift in the audience Iearly tomorrow morning,
showed the affirmative changed
_ . ®ne InI“ red Grizzly
Grizzlies will take the field at
the opinions of 12 people while the
: almost full strength. Only Roily
negative debaters shifted 16 opini o n s " ~ H e v e n ' m e m b e r s o f t t e a u d i - 1 j * <»
doubtful list,
with a leg injury.
ence did not change thir minds on
Aldo Forte, injured in the Bob
the problem. Of these 11, seven
cat game, and Bill Matasovic, in
went into the debate on the af
jured in the San Francisco tangle,
firmative side. While Gonzaga won
have recovered sufficiently to see
the debate according to the shift
action. Although neither one is
decision, more audience members
expected to start, Fessenden will
favored the affirmative.
have them ready to enter the game.
In an afternoon no-decision de
At the center of the forward
bate, Gonzaga took the affirmative wall, “ Rocking Roger” Lundberg,
and Montana the negative.
“ Bruising Bob” Thornally and
The Gonzaga visitors were din Monk Gedgoud will get the starting
ner guests of Tau Kappa Alpha,
(Continued on Page Four)
national forensic fraternity. They
will continue eastward on a pro
longed debating tour.

GonzagaWins

Audience P oll

On Arbitration

J

Ninety-seven

Students W in

CHAMBERS SAYS—
“ Fifty tickets—more if neces
sary—for student admission to
the Montana-Idaho game Sat
urday are available upon pres
entation of activity cards at the
Moscow stadium,” ASMSU bus
iness manager, Carl Chambers,
announced this morning.

Drama Points
Masquers Award Credits
Toward Membership
Following Plav

New English Singers Hit
Right Note With Audience\^TohS

Finish Removal

Comeback

Browning, last o f four speakers on the question, [ ^

A ll-Sch ool Formal to Feature; Resolved: “That ROTC Should BewArtist’s Wife” are Boyd Cochrell,
Novel Programs
|Compulsory at Montana State u n i-. grounds of religious convictions, Missoula Austin Raymer; Alice
_________
Iversity,” pointed out that MSU is citing the long list o f churches j Colvrin, Missoula, Laura Raymer;
Pv
„ hnn, fnrma, nrom not a land-grant college and there- which have come out against mlli- Bob SykeSj Ralispell, John TollerRx Ball, all-school. formal, prom L
Qwes no obligation to the Unit- tary training in college.
I•
■~
• — ■■
ton, and Geraldine Weber, Dutton
, . !°
. , ?
.I!, 1 ^ States government to maintain |
speaker of the evening was
Mrs. Tollerton.
“ R0TC “ n*1 and ‘ *“ t the decision Senior ROTC Officer LaRue Smith,
The actors in the radio play are
ThT?
c f a . fM in i^
regarding a voluntary course rests Iwh0 explained the n e e d for a
night in the Student Union.
\
^
Istrong national defense in the in- Mike Skones, Missoula, Bill Doug
las;
Violet Thomson, Felicia
Several notable guests are to be
^
jaW student also scored the terests of peace in a war-conpresent.. Guests include Resident
{or
p0]jCy 0j refusing sclous world. For a strong na- Worthington; Lela Woodgerd, Mis
and Mrs. George Finlay Simmons, exemptlon from lhe coursc 0n the tional defense, said Smith, a com- soula, Gloria Gray; Nan Shoe
maker, Missoula, Mrs. Worthing
Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Acting |
I ....
-------- -pulsory ROTC is necessary, as
Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson and
ton; Bill Bartley, Great Falls,
Ireserve can be built up in no other Brooklyn Murphy; Gerald Evans,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Brennan.
way.
Members of the state board of
Wyola, Bunny Grant; Bill Stevens,
Next on the program was Junior Missoula, Mr. Colt, and Lois King,
pharmacy attending are Mr. and
ROTC Officer Phil Payne, who be Missoula, office girl.
Mrs. J. A. Riddel, Mr. and Mrs.
gan by saying, “ Mr. Browning and
Alex F. Peterson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Walter A. Waehner and Mr. and
1 are as strong for adequate na
KAPPA WINS
Mrs. F. E. Patterson.
tional defense as our opponents or
anyone else.” He gained from
Kappa Kappa Gamma won first
Pharmacy club, sponsors of the
James Paulson, third speaker, the place last night in the finals of the
ball, will furnish novelty programs
and Jean Carroll's band will fur Many Students and Guests admission that the advanced ROTC Intersorority swim meet.
course is intended to build up a
nish the music. The dance is on
Celebrate Occupation
reserve force of trained officers
a closed date.
and that any ROTC teaching is in
01
New
Building;
Chaperons for the evening are
tended to give physical fitness,
Dr. and Mrs. Donald M. Hetler,
leadership and citizenship. Payne
Dean and Mrs. C. E. Mollett, Dr.
Journalism students, alumni, fac first questioned the p o l i c y of
and Mrs. Leon W. Richards and Dr.
ulty members and newspaper men spending money to give training
Triangular Plot Will Be Grassed and Mrs. John Suchy.
honored Dean A. L. Stone of the “ to those who don't want it and
As six encores testified, the New
Next Spring If Funds
journalism school and celebrated won't use it,” while the war de English Singers hit the right note
Are Available
the occupation of the new jour partment lacks funds to establish with the Community Concert aud
nalism building at the annual Press ROTC units in many schools which ience, third of the season, last
Seventeen WPA workers com
club banquet at Orchard Homes want them.
Tuesday night.
pleted the removal of the rock
clubhouse Wednesday night.
Turning to the qualities ROTC
With the words of the songs in
garden to its location behind the
An Incinerator, journalistic scan- is intended to develop, Payne quot- cluded on the programs, the aud
natural science building Wednes Dancers Will Meet in Gold Room dal sheet, bearing the name of each ed Lieutenant-Colonel H. J. Koch- ience easily followed and better
day. At the same time the crew
person designated places at the ler, physical education instructor enjoyed the work of the sextet.
For Special Pow-wow
cleared and leveled the triangular
table. After the meal Dean Stone at West Point, on the harm of mili- [Under the scarcely perceptible diplot between the law school, li
called on several speakers who tary drill alone, and questioned rectlon of Basso and Manager
“ Scalp the Sioux!” will be the
brary and Student Union buildings.
were greeted by a song as they the value of leadership training by Cuthbert Kelly, the singers took
Lawrence Toner, maintenance theme o f the special ASMSU mix rose to address the gathering.
obedience and citizenship training their hearers into their confidence
department custodian and super er next Wednesday night on the
Guest speakers for the evening through ROTC.
both by the interpretation of their
visor of the work, plans to transfer eve of the Thanksgiving game with included T. G. Swearingen, Dean
Paulson, also a senior officer, art and their informal manner of
the men to the journalism building North Dakota university.
T. C. Spaulding, Wallace Brennan, contended that just as the people presentation,
The object of the “ War Dance,”
area, where they have a l r e a d y
Dr. J. W. Severy, John Lucy, Don of the United States should obey
Seated around a table, in the
cleared and" leveled the grounda'nd If y dance maimgers, is “to prepare na Hoover, Dr. R. L. Housman, t(>e laws of their elected repre- manner of Elizabethan after-dinner
for
the ‘Big Battle' next day in |_ .
, _ ’•
. .
_
„
placed a basic layer of clay. By
sentatlves, so the students at a singers, they began a revival of an
Dugan’ Andrew Cogswe11’
adding a layer of top soil, the which ‘Chief Winning Grizzly’ e x - 'Edward
F. T. Ferguson, C. J. Doherty, W. state institution should obey the art dead for the last three centuries
peels to ‘Scalp the Sioux'!”
workers will complete preparations
B. Davis, C. W. Hardy, Don Lar mandates of the legislature which |with two motets, short, religious
The
"pow-wow”
will
be
con
for grass next spring.
son, Patricia Brennan, and Mrs. C. has provided for military training, Isongs in Latin which sounded like
ducted in the Gold room of the
“ We are satisfied with the work
H. Clapp.
as a part of the duties of a citizen. Christmas carols, both in phrasing
Student Union building following
being done by the WPA men this
Dr. R. L. Housman of the jour
A spirited discussion under the and execution,
the noise rally.
year,” said T. G. Swearingen,
nalism school read letters and tele guidance of Chairman Merritt
These the English artists folJune Paulson, Harlowton, vicemaintenance engineer. “They are
grams from journalism alumni.
Warden followed the broadcast of lowed with a madrigal and three
doing a good day’s work and are president of ASMSU, is in charge
Bulletins on the progress of the the four speakers, with Paulson folk-songs. The latter were the
well supervised by capable fore of the dance. Jean Carroll's or banquet were read by Dick Brome bearing the brunt of the questions Imore popular, especially “The
chestra will furnish the music.
men.”
at the conclusion of the speeches.
s h o w e r e d upon him by sym-1 Farmer's Daughters" with its
These projects were recommend
“College Chums” brought the pathizers with the voluntary point |catchy refrain, which the singers
ed by the campus development
Student tryouts for Masquers banquet to a close. Members of of view. At 9 o'clock the audience swung into with all the enthusiasm
committee, headed by Dr. J. W. will be given at 7:30 o'clock next Press club and guests danced until voted and Informal discussion con and twice the appreciation of most
Severy, professor of botany.
Tuesday.
10 o’clock.
American swing artists.
tinued.

W PA Workers

ladet Lieutenant LaRue Smith
s debate In Campus Congress—
d “ Vote at Students,” page one.

B^uUwd’7'

a show of student opinion against compulsory military

training.

Grizzlies Face Tough

Ninety-seven students received
|points toward Masquer memberk on “The Royal
Family.’
I Ten points: Tom Hood, Bill
Nellie Carson, one of the few Forbis, Donald Butler, Betty Jane
present-day masters of the difficult Milbum, Bob Warren, Agnes Flint,
19-stringed lute, presented, with M a r g a r e t Miller, Mary Helen
other members of the company, |Dratz, Effiellen Jeffries, Jean Burthe four lute songs, and in re nett, Ruth Christian! and Tom
sponse to applause added a del Campbell.
icate French troubadour solo.
Nine points: Jack Wright, Helen
Of the three duets, the short IFormos, Marshall Porter, Don Hopmartial number by Eric Greene kins, Helen Land and Harold
and Peter Pears appealed the most ISchecter. Eight points: Aileen
to its hearers, who demanded an McCullough and Helen Parsons,
encore as they did for the com-1 Seven Points: Edna Helding, Lawpa ny's plaintively beautiful “Loch rence Elser, Stanly Johnson, Louis
Lomond,” which featured Mr. Forsell and Lawrence Bareness.
Greene as soloist and Mr. Kelly as
Six points: Del Klaue, Jeanne
piano accompanist. It may be that Ruenauver, Eileen Wysel, Alice
the familiarity of the old Scotch |Colvin, Jim Haviland, Bob Morris,
air added to the audience's pleas-!Don Frisbee, Jean Dickson, Frank
ure more than in the case of the Stanton. Five points: Pat Benson,
other numbers, but certainly they i Mary Rose Chapellu, Alice Highwere deeply appreciative of every tower and Mary Alice Dickson,
selection and enjoyed these beauFour points: Betty Schultz, Isatiful old English tunes and equally j bel Parsons, Lee Miller, Ralph
beautiful New English voices.
j Jackson, Margaret Minty and Vor----------------------------- Inon Huck. Three points: Elaine
Ely, Charlotte Dool, Elizabeth
Wood, Mary Francis Laird, Mar
jorie Arnold, Helen Hyder, GerThere will be a senior meeting itrude Rooney, Jack Carter, A1
of all majors in economics and |shone, Louise Jarussl, Becky
sociology at 5 o’clock next Tues- IBrandborg and Wayne Wendt
day in the large meeting room of | Two points: Phyllis Lytle, Nancy
the Student Union.
(Continued on Page Four)
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George Bernard Shaw sets foot on Amer
ican soil and caustic comments fly.
But for once, it would seem, Shaw has met
his Waterloo. But not on American soil!
To begin with, the university at St. An
drews, Scotland, decided they wanted crisptongued George Bernard as a candidate in a
rectoral election.
Long before, a preceding generation had
asked Shaw to allow them to nominate him.
Shaw refused on the grounds that he failed
to consider himself enough of a non-entity to
accept the honor.
Whereupon this year the students sent a
wire with these Words, “ Think you the best of
the bunch o f non-entities.” The answer came

“ No— Shaw.”
PERMANENT COUNCIL?
A second telegram from the students point
Student-Faculty council, the campus’ clear ed out that since they had paid for Shaw’s
ing house for ideas, which was launched reply and since he had only used two of the
March 12,1936 by a two-to-one vpte, has lost ten alloted.words, they were on the short end
of the deal.
campus interest.
George Bernard then sent a blank telegram
On January 1,1938 the council’s trial period
ends. At the opening of winter quarter stu form mailed in an envelope stamped with the
dents w ill again vote to either abolish or cre customary local postage.
ate a permanent council.
Came the students’ answer—“ Consider you
The proponents of the council, in Decem are weakening as you stamped the envelope.
Please
reconsider your decision as the final
ber, 1935, stated that “ . . . the joint StudentFaculty committee shall be set up for the pur choice rests between you and Shirley Tem
pose of providing a body where college pol ple.”
icies and problems may have free discussion
Days passed, then lengthened into weeks—
for advancing the general welfare of the uni and still no word from Shaw. Can it be that,
versity.”
for the first time, he’s failed to find a pert
During its two-year trial period the council inent answer to a challenge! Shades of
has done a great deal to justify a call for per Shaw!
manency. To gain this permanency it must
have student interest.
SYMPATHY FOR CHEMISTS
In view of the council’s good work and the
Organic chemistry has been declared the
purpose upon which it was founded, we be
lieve that every member of ASMSU should most difficult subject in higher education by
take upon himself the interesting task of the Bureau of Educational Surveys in New
York City.
“ knowing" Student-Faculty council.

INDIANS AND CARDENAS
“ Give the land back to the Indians” is a
slogan uttered in the United States with
laughter and a minimum of serious thought.
But to Lazaro Cardenas, president of the
republic of Mexico, that statement has be
come the motto partially responsible for his
three years’ tenure in the chief executive’s
chair. Close followers of Mexican history
since the 1910 revolution are amazed that
anything, much less a slogan, could assist in
maintaining a position with such a rapid
“ turnover” as the presidency of Mexico.
Cardenas is a super-Roosevelt in that he is
constantly touring Mexico with Rooseveltian
results, huge vote margins over his political
opponents in elections and a large fanner
following. Chief among Cardenas’ supporters
are the native agriculturalists, beneficiaries
of his “ Give it to the Indians” motto. This
slogan is reluctantly financed by the deeply
resentful wealthy conservatives.
As in America, the Mexican agricultural
plan will be important in deciding the fate of
the current administration. The success of
the Cardenas six-year plan for agricultural
advancement necessitates huge outlays of
capital which must come ultimately from pri
vate business.
Opposing the presidential labor law of “ Let
the unions rule,” private business has shown
a certain unwillingness to aid government
financing.
The future looks murky for Cardenas 'hut
if he can sit in the Mexican presidential chair
for three years his diplomatic ability should
enable him to balance the budget or the M ex
ican equivalent for an executive’s dilemma.

The survey was based on the bureau’s
decision that the use of college outlines and
other supplementary aids to study was in
direct proportion to the difficulty students
experience in various subjects. On comple
tion of the survey the bureau found that the
numbei of students in organic chemistry
using college outlines far exceeded that of
any other course.
Compiled fiures showed that science courses
as a group are a major source of difficulty,
with history, particularly ancient, medieval
and European, following closely. In English
literature, study of Shakespeare’s plays was
rated as “ hardest.”
Subjects causing students the most gray
hair, in order of difficulty as shown by the
survey, are organic - chemistry, statistics,
physics, general psychology, inorganic chem
istry, principles of economics, political sci
ence, general biology, history of the middle
ages, history of Europe, American govern
ment and English literature.
The survey definitely favors the use of out
lines in study. The m ajority of sutdents ques
tioned in the survey said that college outlines.
Simplify their work b y giving a picture of the
course as a whole in advance of the field to
be covered. Outlines are especially useful for
review purposes.
However, these facts do not necessarily
mean that the more outlines used, the more
difficulty one encounters in certain subjects.
Students generally concede that the courses
listed in the above survey are among the most
difficult in school, but whether or not this
concession has anything to do with the num
ber of pages of outline used in courses is
another point.

EXHUMED
THE CRITIC H
In onr second comparison of the
way (a) the football player and
(b) the actor are treated by the
newspaper scribes, we have the
way the football-writer would re
port a play (that Is, one put on by
his alma mater):
Last night’s presentation of “ The
Loyal Family" was at least a
moral victory for Limelight,
Chumper College’s dramatic club.
From the opening cue to the
final curtain, the entire house, half
packed with Chumper students,
Was entirely in sympathy with the
brave little group, struggling
against unbeatable odds to pre
sent an almost unpresentable play.
But the dice of the gods are al
ways loaded, and though it was
no fault of the Limelighters that
most of the lights went out during
the big scene in the last act, it
undeniably ruined some otherwise
very ^effective acting.
J. Barryless Twitmore, as Tom
my Spoonendish, erratic young
hero, was the star of the evening,
in spite of his unfortunate mishap
in the second act when he slipped
on a rug .while making his first
entrance and brought down most
of the other members of the cast
as well as the house. Twitmore’s
interpretation of the young scion
of a long line of hose-menders,
who revolts against the tyranny
of socks and more socks, was
superb. Keeping his voice at an
even shout throughout the eve
ning, Twitmore kept' his listeners
on the edges of their seats. A few
even fell off.
Second in the list of honors
comes Hope Pagannini whose
splendid portrayal of Lena Spoon
endish was marred only by the
unexpected slipping of her left
stocking during .her first long
speech, which necessitated several
breaks in the recital while time
was taken out for repairs. During
the second and third acts, how
ever, buoyed up by the addition
of a safety pin to the already dis
tinguished cast, Miss Pagannini
went confidently on to present one
of the greatest pieces of acting
ever seen on Chumper’s timehonored stage.
Only lack of space prevents
giving due honor to the 17 other
members of the cast who so well
supported, the leading characters.
Mention must be made of Swarthmore Trott, and his two under
studies James McGush and An
drew Twing, who carried among
them the part of Griggins, the
butler. There was considerable
tension backstage as first Mr. Trott
and then Mr. McGush collapsed
under the terrific strain of the
part, which required the actor to
maintain a normal voice-level,
but Mr. Twing undoubtedly
earned the plaudits of an enthus
iastic, if slightly confused, aud
ience by his third-act pinch-hitting.
All in all, it may safely be said
that only the sudden breakdown
of the curtain when it had three
quarters closed on the final scene
prevented at least half an hour
of curtain calls.
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Friday, November 19
Alpha P h i_______________ Formal
Alpha Delta P i __ ,____ Fireside
Alpha XI D elta__________Fireside
Delta Delta Delta__ Dinner Dance
Saturday, November 20
Pharmacy C lub _____ _ Rx Ball
Kappa D elta ___________ Fireside
With the special carrying fans
to Moscow for the Grizzly-Vandal
game the campus should be com
paratively deserted. But four
sororities have scheduled dances
for this week-end. The Pharmacy
club renews its all-school formal
dance and promises original en
tertainment, programs and favors.
Chaperons for the Alpha Delta
Pi fireside tonight are Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin S. Morris and Mrs.
Anna Crozicr. Chaperons for the
Alpha Phi formal are Dr. and Mrs.
J W. Severy, Mrs. Margaret Phil
lips, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mans
field, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fox.
Mrs. Victor B. Skinner, Miss
Genevieve Lill and Mrs. G. A.
Ketcham will chaperon the Alpha
Xi Delta fireside tonight Chap
erons at the Delta Delta Delta
dinner dance will be Dean Mary
Elrod Ferguson, Dr. and Mrs. Leon
Richards, Dr. and Mrs. Hgrold
Tascher and Mrs. Helen Balenseifer.
Mrs. Buford, housemother, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Barkley and Mr.
and Mrs. R. A. Diettert are chap
erons for the Kappa Delta fireside
tomorrow night.
Alpha Phi held formal initiation
for Martha De Mers, Missoula, and
Patty Hutchinson, Great Falls,
Sunday morning. The initiation
dinner was given Saturday night
at the chapter house.
Mr. anH Mrs. W. E. Schreiber
and Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Rowe were
Wednesday dinner guests of Kap
pa Alpha Theta.
Mrs. Tom Mitchell, Great Falls,
was a visitor at the Kappa Alpha
Theta house Wednesday.
Bill Holt attended the wedding
of his brother in Miles City Fri
day.
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces
the pledging of Edward Hunt,

Danville, Illinois, and Albert
Adams, Butte.
Sigma Phi Epsilon .entertained
the members of Alpha Delta Pi
at a dessert dance Wednesday
night.
Professors H. W. Whicker and
L. T. Evans were guests of Sigma
Phi Epsilon at a venison dinner
Thursday night.
“Jiggs” Dahlberg was a Monday
night dinner guest of Theta Chi.
Mrs. Anna L. Olson, Cut Bam;,
was a Monday guest at Corbin
halL
Dr. -Louise Amoldson and Miss
Astrid Amoldson were Tuesday
dinner guests at Corbin hall.

Communications
November 15, 1937. V
To the Editor, The Kaimin,
Dear Sir:
In the interest of accuracy and
clear concepts, may I have a little
space in the Communications Col
umn?
The local group interested in
the experiments in “extra-sensory
perception” being conducted at
Duke University by Dr. J. B.
Rhine, is by no means a “ dub.”
Its organization is quite informal
and spontaneous. Its main object
is to become as familiar as pos
sible with the nature of these ex
periments, their evaluation and
their significance in the larger
problem of understanding Man as
an integrated Whole, a problem
stated most provocatively by Car
rel in ' his book “ Man the Un
known.” A bibliography of ma
terial available in the University
Library and in private hands has

Sympathy is extended to the
poor Joe who poised his hands for
a good outburst of clapping at the
ALL-AMERICAN
conclusion of the Jubilee Singers’
Here’s our own All-American, “ Old Kentucky Home” and then
hand-picked and willing to take was beaten to the draw by an
on any similar team which can other outfit.
be engaged:
Center: Toar.
Guards: Big Stoop and Jungle
Jim.
Tackles: Popeye and Li’l Abner.
Ends: Flash Gordon and Joe Palooka.
Halves: Mandrake the Magician
and The Phantom.
Quarter: Secret Agent X-9.
Full: Tarzan.

Now Going Full Blast
We must close out the entire stock in
order to rem odel the interior o f this
• building. Every m orning at 9 o’clock
the doors are open to the public.

Commentary on the Above
Oil, the funnies aren’t so funny
any more,

The Harvest Ball
THANKSGIVING NIGHT

The Home of Fine Furniture

Jensen Furniture
Company

Visit —

Allan’s Beauty Clinic
and (Eljarm &l?opp?
Phones 3185,8183

The Very Best
— In —

MEATS

“SHALL WE DANCE”

PRIESS Ready-to-\\ ear
CORNER OF HIGGINS AVENUE AND MAIN

— Added —
Clever Color Cartoon
and Musical Comedy

“ Ride the Buses Free”
Combination theatre and trans
portation ticket for only 25c. A
saving and a convenience!

"JUNGLE
PR IN C ESS”
COMING SUNDAY

“The Singing Marine”
Dick Powell, Doris Weston,
Lee Dixon, Hugh Herbert,
Jane Darwell, Allen Jenkins

Special $1.95
Brown, gray, blue, black,
wine and tan colors for
fall costumes.

B & H Jewelry

ENTERTAINMENT CA LEN D A R
FOR THE W EEK AT YOUR

BEG IN N IN G SUNDAY

A t the W IL M A —
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday—“Live, Love and Learn,” star
ring Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell. Also selected
short units.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday—“ Second Honeymoon,”
starring Tyrone Power and Loretta Young. Pins “ Saturday’s
Heroes," starring Marian Marsh and Van Heflin. Shorts and
News.
Saturday—“Firefly,” starring Jeannette MacDonald and Al
lan Jones. Shorts and News.

A t the LIBERTY—
Sunday, Monday—“ You Can’t Have Everything,” starring
Alice Faye and Don Amcche. Pins “Man Who Cried Wolf,”
starring Tom Brown and Barbara Read.
Tuesday, Wednesday—“ Under the Red Robe,” starring
Conrad Veldt and AnnabeUa. Pins “ Married 'Before Break
fast,” starring Robert Young and Florence Rice.
Thursday, Friday—“Wee Willie Winkle,” starring Shirley
Temple and Victor McLaglen. Plus “ Way Out West,” star
ring Laurel and Hardy.
Saturday—“ Magnificent Obsession,” starring Irene Donne
and Robert Taylor. Plus “ Imitation of Life,” with Claudette
Colbert

Schramm-Hebard
Meat Company
Phone 3191
417 North Higgins Avenue

Invites
You
to See
the

Creations
of
Paris

New York

Midnight Show

. . . in their latest hit!
. . . in their greatest hit!

A Real Texas Ranger

And Patsy Britten
An “ Our Gang Comedies”
star in person.
Plus Feature Picture

Sunday, Monday — “Borrowing Trouble,” starring Jed
Prouty and Spring Byington. Plus “ Bad Guy,” starring
Bruce Cabot and Virginia Grey.
Tuesday, Wednesday—“ Annapolis Salute,” starring Mar
sha Hunt and James Ellison. Plus “ Murder in Greenwich
Village,” starring Fay Wray and Richard Arlen.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday—“ Danger, Love at Work,”
starring Ann Sothern and Jack Haley. Plus “Boots of Des
tiny,” starring Ken Maynard. Added at Saturday matinee
only, “Ace Drummond” serial.

Saturday at 11:30 P. M.
FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS

Featuring Gene Howard

A t the R IA L T O -

and
Missoula’s Only

STAGE SHOW

"R IO G RAN DE
R IDERS”

After the Game

Latest

Community
Theater

ROXY

FOX THEATERS

SOMETHING TO BE
THANKFUL FOR —

^ La Combe Fur Shop

REMODELING
|____ SALE_____

Smith’s studios.
Members of Click club will meet
at 7:30 o'clock Tuesday night in
the McKay art studio. The dark
room will be turned over to mem
bers and several demonstrations
will be shown. Members and those
interested in photography are in
vited to attend.

(Continued on Pace Four)

l i t E. Main
The Pharmacists have joined
the ranks of the Foresters and the
boys from the Cow College with
their Rx paintings all over the
sidewalks. Outraged are treechoppers at this invasion of their
juvenile privilege.

Music dub will meet at »j30
o’dock Thursday night in DeLoss

TONIGHT and SATURDAY

135 West Main
And it’s hard to tell just where
they’re headed for,
With their fancy flights to Mars,
Secret agents, prison bars,
And the Secret Six behind the
Hidden Door.
CHORUS:
Then here’s to Barney Google and
the boys,
Of the type the simple reader still
enjoys,
Not so funny any more
Are the strips that deal in gore,
Stabbings, shootings, sudden death
and lots of noise.

CLICK CLUB MEETS TUESDAY

HUDSON
SEALS
MUSKRAT
PONIES
CARACUL

SECOND
FLOOR
Higgins Bldg.

YOURLAUNDRY’S
BACK’’...

Friday, November 19,1937

TH E

Letterman Club
T o Show Films

MONTANA

KAIMIN

Page Three

Face Grizzly Juggernaut Tomorrow

Crying Corner

Club W ill Honor
Varsity Athletes

Back at his desk again, the
Sobster sits pondering, figuring
and guessing, in an attempt to
S»n Francisco, Gonzaga, Bobcat dope out some of the losers for
Game MovieS Will Be
this week-end’s gridiron bat
In Union Theater
tles.
The picking gets tougher as
the
season grows older, with up
M club, one of the most active
campus organizations, is staging its sets right and left. Even pick
MS show Sunday night. Play-by- ing the losers becomes a gigantic
P ay close-up motion pictures of task when such teams as Cali
the Grizzly games with Gonzaga fornia and Stanford, Washing
university, Montana State college ton and Oregon, Montana and
®nd San Francisco university will Idaho, Notre Dame and North
oe shown at 8 o’clock in the Stu- western and Washington State
Head Coach Ted Bank and (wo
and Oregon State take the field
dent Union theater.
of hts Vandals who will attempt
Students who missed the Bob for a 60-minute struggle.
to stem the onslaught of the ram
Prime in importance to Kaicat or Don games at Butte may
pant Sllvertips. Dean Green (left),
see the undefeated and untied min readers is the annual Griz
plays left half; Gerald Dellinger
Grizzlies defeat two strong foes on zly-Vandal clash, this year in
(right), will be used at right half
the screen. The pictures, taken by Moscow. Montana should have
against Montana. Bank has won
I* s Colby, in co-operation with the power and defense to put
once in his two starts aaginst Fes
the university coaching staff, show the Vandals on the short end of
senden-coached teams, 13-7. Last
vividly the blocking, tackling and the score when the final gun is
year Fessenden's Grizzlies won,
individual performances o f each heard in Idaho Saturday.
16-0.
player.
Reaching down into the bot
. The films have been shown only* tom of the hat, with perhaps a
to the Missoula County high foot sly peep out of one corner of his
ball squad, who were guests of eye, the Sobster picks—black to
Coach Fessenden and Lefty Hoag- loose.
Montana Vs. Idaho.
land last Monday night. Proceeds
Montana and Idaho will meet tomorrow. Rudy Aschenbrenner
Stanford vs. California.
of Sunday’s show will go to M
on the gridiron for the twenty- takes Smith’s place.
Gonzaga vs Portland.
du b scholarships reserved for out
o—o
eighth time tomorrow afternoon
UCLA vs. SMU Mustangs.
standing freshman athletes.
Washington State vs. Oregon in Moscow. The historic series
“ The du b has worked hard this
Guards are many and heavy at
started
way
back
in
1903.
The
State.
quarter and deserves the fullest
Moscow. Walter Musial, Kenneth
Grizzly took a trouncing that day. Carberry and Tony Kamelevicz
Oregon vs. Washington. .
support by both the student body
Fordham vs. SL Mary's.
and townspeople,” said Joe Pomadoing honors. Musial is reputed to
o—o
Wisconsin vs. Minnesota.
jevich, president
Last year the battle on D om - be the best of the trio.
Montana State vs. BYU.
o—o
Admission to the two-hour en
blaser saw the Grizzlies score in
Notre Dame vs. Northwestern. the opening minutes and keep the
Idaho’s backfleld, with the ex
tertainment, the first of its kind
Nebraska
vs.
Iowa.
ception
of
Trzuskowski,
does not
presented at Montana State uni
ball deep-in Idaho territory for
Illinois vs. Chicago.
versity, is 25 cents.
the duration of the game. Doug pack the weight and power of
Colombia vs. Dartmouth.
Fessenden pulled a fast one on the Montana’s Touchdown Trio. Socko
Pitt Panthers vs. Penn State. Vandals. He used both Popovich Szakash has been equalling the
Patronise Kaimfn Advertisers
Centenary vs. Texas Tech.
and Jenkins in the same back- line plunging of Truck in addition
Yale vs. Harvard.
to calling a heady game. When
fleld.
Lafayette vs. Lehigh.
Socko and Truck meet on the
o—o
North Carolina State vs. Duke.
scrimmage line the report should
MISSOULA
The Vandals have a greatly im
Hardin-Simmons vs. Okla
be heard for several miles,
proved team this year, despite the
LAUNDRY CO.
homa City Goldbogs.
o—o
less of several good men from last
Holy Cross vs. Carnegie Tech.
Milt Fopovich, Montana’s cap
D RY CLEANERS
year's eleven.
Indiana vs. Pnrdne.
tain and star, will show fans that
o—o
Phone 3118
Kansas State vs. Iowa State.
he truly deserves a place on the
Ted Bank, Vandal mentor, ar All-America list Popo will play
Kansas vs. Arizona.
rived
in
Moscow
the
same
year
Loyola of the West vs. Baylor.
in Moscow for the last time. In a
that Doug Fessenden came to boost comparison it is this writer’s opin
Marquette vs. Duquesne.
HAMBURGERS
Montana football colors. Bank baa ion that Idaho hasn’t a man who
Ohio State vs. Michigan.
AND SANDWICHES
developed strong defensive teams can compare with “ Mad Milt."
Navy vs. Princeton.
For Midnight Snacks
Rice Institute vs. Texas Chris for the past three years, but has
o—o
usually lacked a good triple-threat
Bill Lazetich will swing into
Roxy Fountain Lunch tian.
back. Roise is supposed to fill that action showing Idaho right halves
Boxy Theater Building
hole this year.
how the game is played from that
NOTICE
o— o
particular position.
o—o
Shifted from a tackle post,
Managers’ dub will meet at 7:3d
Montana will be playing its
“ Truck” Trzuskowski has the job
o’d ock Thursday evening in the
of filling Ross Sundberg's shoes. only conference game against the
Student Union building. All mem
“Truck" averaged better than four Vandals tomorrow. Both elevens
bers are requested to be present
yards on attempts against Gon ; are in the peculiar position of be
Refreshments will be served.
ing members in good standing of
zaga, mud and all.
a conference and yet cannot get a
o—o
decent schedule of games in that
■THE STORE FOR M E M
Now for a look at the line that
' conference.
Idahoans think is pretty good.
o—o
(Scout reports tend to verily their
Joe Fomajevlch and Leonard
thoughts.) Stonko Pavkov, 220
, Noyes play their last game against
pounds, is a good tackle in any
j the Vandals tomorrow. Should the
league. Stonko has been a pillar
sturdy pair repeat their perform
in the Vandal forward wall for the
I GEO. T . HOWARD I
ances of two weeks ago the out
last two years.
come of the game will undoubto—o
lediy be for the Grizzly.
On the other side of the line,
o —9
another man-mountain, George
Maybe this is speaking ahead of
Thiessen, threatens Montana ad time, but how about going to that
vances. Also a senior, Thiessen is
uoz
show the M club Is sponsoring in
slightly smaller than Pavkov. He the Student Union theater Sunday
weighs 215.
night? Let the team know you
o—o
appreciate the spirit and drive
Harry Adams reports that Bank they have shown this season by
has several other huge tackles that giving them a little support.
are capable of making trouble for Movies of the Bobcat, San Fran
the Grizzlies.
cisco and Gonzaga games will be
For This W eek
o— o
shown.
The Basis o f 'Football
Tony Knap, a junior wlngman,
o—o
Only—
holds down his berth In good
It’s Dads’ day and the last game
Is the Pig —
enough style to be rated as all of the season toy Idaho tomorrow,
THE BASIS OF A SHOE
coast end by the student dally of
o—o
IS THE SOLE
the University of Washington.
Just a sidelight—Montana made
Knap carries his 186 pounds at
W e will put a very good
high speed and is classed as an
adept receiver.
basis on your shoes.
o—o ■

O f Grid Wins

Is? I

Three-letter Men to Be Given
Pins, Free Tickets
M club last Tuesday night de
cided to honor its graduating
seniors who have won three let
ters in any sport by awarding
them pins and three-year compli
mentary tickets to future univer
sity athletic contests.
The M club has purchased six
pairs of wrestling tights and six
pairs of boxing tights to be used
by participants in the annual M
club tournament this winter. Pos
sibilities of staging this show in
the Student Union theater were
discussed.

Castle Recovers
Lost Wardrobe
Doc (Gordon B.) Castle has
found his pants . . . socks, shoes,
PHI SIG CHOICE
shirt, etc. After a grueling search
of more than four days, Dr. Castle
Outstanding antagonists to
climaxed a more or less successful
Phi Sigma Kappa’s successful hunt in the—but let’s get on with
march to the Interfraternity the story.
championship were selected by
In the habit of taking a daily
members of the Phi Sig team workout, Dr. Castle stepped brisk
Tuesday. Their final all-oppo ly into the locker room of -he men’s
nent lineup follows:
gym and proceeded to strip. To
Quarterback—Leroy Seymour, his amazement, he found his locker
Phi Delta Theta.
gone. Inside the locker, also gone
Halfback—Jim Wheaton, Phi were his gym clothes.
Delta Theta.
At first bewildered, he looked
Halfback—Bill Manning, Al for Jim, the Janitor. Jim knew
pha Tau Omega.
nothing of the affair. All Doc
Fullback — Seldon Frisbee, Castle knew was that his outfit
Theta Chi.
was gone.
Center — Will Baucus, Phi
After several days Dr. Castle
Delta Theta.
consulted the university custodian’s
office.
Tackle—Jack Connor, Sigma
Chi.
Yes, they had moved a bunch of
Tackle—Hank Lowney, Alpha lockers over to the press room of
the new journalism building . He
Tau Omega.
End— John Forssen, Inde might find whatever he was look
ing for there.
pendents.
Anticipating a renewal of the in
End—Williams, Sigma Alpha
vigorating workouts, Dr. Castle
Epsilon.
rushed
to the press room. There
Utility—Norris Quam, Sigma
he found, safely tucked away in
Chi.
the compartment, the health-restoring uniform, nothing missing
NOTICE
but several workouts, made up for
by Dr. Castle's campus research
Math club will meet at 7:30 prowlings.
o'clock tomorrow night in Craig
Robert Schell, Cascade, is a pa
103. Topic for discussion, led by
Beatrice Cox, will be the Group tient at St. Patrick’s hospital, where
he was taken Wednesday night
theory.
more points against Gonzaga than
CLASSIFIED AD
the combined scores of the St.
Mary’s, San Francisco, Idaho and I WANTED — Four passengers
Helena on Nov. 24 and return
Washington State teams against
Sunday. Phone 3057.
the Bulldogs.

Mr. and Mrs. A1 Spaulding,
both Montana graduates, are Mis
soula visitors from their home in
Priest River, Idaho, where Mr.
Spaulding works for the Forest
Service. Mrs. Spaulding before
her marriage was Helen Mumm,
sister of Marjorie Mumm, dean's’
secretary.

KODAK FINISHERS
— for —
PARTICULAR PEOPLE

M cK A Y A R T CO.
Engraved
CHRISTMAS
CARDS at
25* to SO* Lew

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

D uke

Onto U to 1000 pm end. NAMLIMPRINTED
Christina* cords of finest quality, with ravel*
opes, at the lowest prices fa town. See our
large, beautiful selection soon!

u n iv e r s it y

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
F<Air terms of eleven weeks are Riven
each year. These may be taken con
secutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
yean). The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and at least two
yean of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A medical
schools. Catalogues and application
forma may be obtained from the Dean.

50 Cards With Your Name

/

$ 1 -2 5

We are looking for three bright
girls to sell cards on outside.

The Office Supply

See the Specials We Are Offering for That

THANKSGIVING DAY DINNER
Linens, Chinaware, Glassware, Silverware
and Baking Dishes — All Reduced
This is your opportunity to complete your sets, and at prices
you will be pleased to pay.

UCl/S

NEW AVALON
Presenting. . .

BELDIN and BELDIN
Sensational Dance Team

BUCK STOWE and His Orchestra
EVERY NIGHT EXCEPT MONDAY

BOWLING
Is Our National Indoor Sport.

A LOOK AT IDAHO

It pays dividends in health;
•It builds the body and mind.

1936

1*

Our special holiday sale on
Magic Chef ga* ranges is just in
time to insure die success of
your Thanksgiving dinner;

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
VISIT MONTANA CAMPUS

_____ 6
22
14
.13
....... 7
............ 6
____ .. 26
.........-1 6
......12
. -1 0

FOR MEN —FOR WOMEN
YOUNG AND OLD
Instruction given free every
afternoon by our manager.

Idle Hour
Alleys

AIR CONDITIONED
119 East Broadway

1937

...................

9

_____ 6
..........IS
Utah ............. ......... ........_ 7
. ____ 0
............. 6
........21
.............. 0
?

||A T U R K E Y

With Each Range

PROFESSIONAL

WE
DELIVER
++

Youngren Shoe
Shop

For the other wing job, Bank
has Ray Smith or Roland Winter.
Winter stands 6 feet 3 inches and
has 195 pounds which he uses to
great advantage. Smith is more
comparable, in size, to the Mon
tana ends, weighing only 180.
o—o
Another Smith, Lyle this time,
has the first-string center post.
Troubled with injuries the major
portion of the season, reports come
that he will play against Montana

D IRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.

I. E. S.
Floor and Table Study Lamps
SAVE YOUR EYES

Eyes Tested — (Classes Fitted
Down through the years, holiday happiness follows highways
that lead home!
Travel home for Thanksgiving along the colorful fail high
ways, relaxed, warm, and comfortable aboard a big Washing
ton Motor Coach. Enjoy the pleasant company of congenial
fellow-travelers, the economical fares that leave money for
spending as you please, the convenience of the frequent, time
saving schedules. MUes and minutes seem shorter—when you
travel home by bus.

Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735

Dr W. H. Witt Pardis
Chiropractor

VE E T H R E E
Dry Cleaning
Is BETTER

Travel Bargains From Missoula

Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer Treatments

One Way
........ $9.80
Seattle ...
4.30
Spokane .........................
... 10.80
Portland .
Butte and Helena......... ___ 2.40
.. 6.85
Billings .....
... 4.25
Great Falls ...................

HAMMOND ARCADE

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Ask for courteous assistance in planning your Thanksgiving
trip to any city.

Dr. Florence Spon

&

118 West Broadway

Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

SEE YOUR DEALER

Dr. A. E. Ostroot

121 So. Higgins Avenue
PHONE 3145

MISSOULA: Union Bus Depot

Chiropractor

Missoula Gas
Coke Co.

M A S TE R

CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY

Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

Round Trip
$17.65
7.75
19.45
4.35
12.35
7.65

The Montana Power Co.

Telephone 3513

TH E

Page Four
NINETY-SEVEN AWARDED
POINTS BY MASQUERS
(Continued from Jt'aare One)

Huntington, Lucille Roth, Dick
Raymond, Betty Johnson, Shirley
Hammond, Robert Spicher, Kath
leen Holmes, Jean Olson, Mary E.
Sanford, Elaine Baskett, Helen
Hoerning, Jean Fritz, Geraldine
Weber, Edna Ann Galt, A l i c e
Woodgerd, Alex Tidball, Frank
Clapp, Stanley Shaw, Stuart Volkel and Harriet Wolcott.
One point: M a r y Williams,
Louise MacDonald, Lois McCollum,
Marie Askvold, Dorothy Donnelly,
Jean Kennard, Jo Maury, Jean
Freeman, Elizabeth Grimm, Hope
Galusha, Mary Beth Clapp, Verr.etta Shepard, Kathryn Albee,
Doris Quaintance, Julianne Pres
ton, Janet Dion and Jean Shep
pard.

How Is Your Coal Pile?

Missoula Coal
& Transfer Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers In

COAL
110 EAST BROADWAY
Phones 3002 and 3030

Grizzly N o i s e
Rally W ill Start
Game Activities

Grizzlies Face
Tough Vandals
(Continued from Page One)

P a r a d e to Set Stage for Nodak call. Fessenden says that Aldo
Thanksgiving Day
Forte, Bill Matasovic and Archie
Game
McDonald will be ready to replace
them.
Doug is switching McDonald to
The third annual noise rally next
Wednesday night wi)l begin ac guard for this game to strengthen
tivities for the Thanksgiving game the line against the line-plunging
V a n d a l s . McDonald nominally
with the North Dakota Sioux.
An award will be given to the plays tackle.
Leonard N o y e s and Joe Pomen’s and women’s group making
the most noise. All fraternities; majevich rate the starting .tackle
sororities and Independent organi posts. Several other huskies will
zations are eligible to compete. Any also see action at the heavy-duty
method of noise-making can be em berths.
Dolan Completely Recovered
ployed. Judging will be on a com
To flank the two huge tackles,
petitive basis and Traditions board
Fessenden will start John Dolan
will make the awards.
The parade will start at the and Chuck Williams. Dolan’s hip
Northern Pacific depot and go to injury has completely recovered
the vacant lot back of the Student Frank Smith and Jack Hoon re
Union building, where freshmen, ceive the first nod for replacing
under the direction of Bear Paws, the two regulars. Emil Tabaracci
Ed Bofto and Pat Connolly are
will construct a huge bonfire.
Leroy Seymour, Butte, Tradi next in line.
The starting backfield will have
tions board chairman, says that he
expects several good stunts this Popovich, Szakash and Lazetich
holding down their usual positions
year.
Norman Stortz, Forsyth, football Either Doc Brower or Bobby Beal
manager; Doug Fessenden, foot will start at blocking back.
Practice sessions this week saw
ball coach; Lefty Hoagland, ath
letic manager, and Jack West, both men running signals with the
|coach of the North Dakota Sioux, varsity. All Montana backfield re
are on the tentative list of speakers serves have recovered from minor
i n j u r i e s received in previous
at the rally.
Grizzly yell leaders and the band games.Fred Jenkin, Joe Mariana, Tom
will lead the rooters and the Griz
my Rolston, Frank Nugent and
zly band will play at fhe rally.
several others wait on the side
lines to relieve the regulars.
. IT PAIS TO LOOK WELL
Trzuskowskt Is Threat
Rainbow Barber and
The Idaho backfield has Dick
“
Truck”
Trzuskowski, H a r o l d
Beauty Parlor .
138 Riggins Ave.
Phone 2142 Roise and several other good backs.
Trzuskowski, the big Pole, rates
Haircutting by Expert and
better at full than did his pre
Licensed Operators
decessor, Ross Sundberg. “ Truck"
has been one of the most consistent
Vandal ground-gainers all season.
Harold Roise, 168 pounds, holds
his post in the Vandal backfield as
SHOE REPAIRING
a passer and broken-field runner.
Earl Gregory has the blocking
DYEING
back position, and according to
We Guarantee to Save
dopesters, can wield his 190 pounds
You Money
efficiently.
FREE
Bull Durham, subbing for Trzus
Call-for and Delivery
kowski, plays a flashy game. Dean
Service
Green, another triple-threater, Is
captain of the Idaho squad.
The m uch-feared Idaho l i n e
rates high honors from all op
626 S. Higgins
Phone 6381
ponents. Tony Knap, end; Stonko
Pavkov, tackle; George Thiessen,
tackle, and Lyle Smith, center, are
the power-houses of the forward
wall.
Tony Knap rates several student
papers’ all-coast selections. Ston
ko Pavkov has the reputation of
being an unmovable mountain.
Ted Bank has capable replace
ments for every position. Should
his several injured stars recover,
Idaho will compare favorably with

Special Prices

MONTANA

Hockey Matches
Commence Today
If the weather has cleared suffi
ciently by 4 o’clock t o d a y , the
women’s field hockey tournament
will get under way with the fresh
men playing the sophomores.
The rest of the scheduled games
are to be played next week. Mrs.
Helen Wells Cooney and Helen
Sorge will referee the matches.
Teams include the following:
Freshman—J. McCloud, J. Ken
nard, D. Benzel, S. Timm, M. R.
Chapellu, J. Merk, G. Wheeler, M.
Cowell, E. Grimm, B. Rigg, W.
Gordon, A. Grunert, T. Feranato,
M. Cully, J. Bernard, M. J. Hal
verson, L. Miller and D. Weger.
Sophomore—R. Eastman, M. DeMers, J. Ruenauver, A. Cole, H.
Taylor, E. McNorton, L. Cervanka,
H. Preston, A. Forssen, O. Brain,
C. Wickware, D. White, M. Piper,
B. Cook, L. Hodson, F. Watt, L.
Page, M. A. Hightower, L. Bauer,
V. Young and A. Hamish.

Reduced!
$J98

Brims, Turbans, Off-face
. . . Still with weeks of
smartness ahead!

Communications
Get Ready NOW
For Those Blizzards
Out o f Hellgate

O. J. Mueller
The
MERCANTILE,,
■ MISSOULA? OLOUT, LASOIST a

Tire Company

DINNER DANCE
Saturday, November 20

FRENCHTOWN BIG GYM

AUSPICES OF ALTAR SOCIETY

Chicken Dinner 7-9 P.M.
CARDS — ANY GAME
75 Cents per Person

Dancing 9-?
Door Prize

“I Got the Bird”

(Continued from Page Two)

been prepared and posted at the
Two Hour Reserve Desk in the
Library and may be consulted on
request of the attendants at the
desk. Access to this material is
assured the interested reader,
either through the facilities of the
library itself or on application to
the private owner.
As to the word “Parapsychol
ogy” Dr. Rhine explains: “Psy
chology is the study of mental life
parapsychology . . . is a spe
cial branch of psychology. The
“para” part of the word might be
interpreted as “ offside" or “ uncon
ventional." The problems of para
psychology are those which . . . do
not appear to fit the conventional
view in psychology, b u t . . . seem
to . . . have some factual basis.
. . It differs from psychic re
search in the strictly experimental
methods used in its procedure.”
(Quoted from “New Frontiers of
the Mind.” )
The clear understanding that
“para” is a prefix will doubtless
help in the correct pronunciation
and syllable division of the term,
as well as promoting a clearer
comprehension of the whole sub
ject.
The group invites all who are
interested to share its activity,
either by reading or attending
meetings or conducting exper
iments along the lines set up at
Duke University, and reporting
results to the group.
Respectfully,
LOUISE C. LINE.
Mrs. RobeH C. Line.

You Get the
V

Iffe —

Beer, and

Patronize Kalmln,Advertisers
entation of the complex Queen
Anne manual of arms by Boris
Vladimiroff, Chicago.
Scabbard and Blade, military
Floor show at yesterday’s mat fraternity, sponsored the mixer.
inee mixer included a demonstra Colleen Shaw, Missoula, co-ed
(Continued from Paso One)
tion of military drill by a team colonel, was guest of honor.
dent George Finlay Simmons gave made up partly of members of the
Better Get That Suit
short talks.
team which represented the uni
Cleaned and Pressed
Fessy, led in the parade by Le versity at the ROTC summer camp
at
roy Seymour, Traditions board at Fort George Wright, and a pres- Walford Electric Co.
chairman, was caged and put oh
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
H ARRY’S
the train with the team. He will soula; Arthur Dahl, Forsyth; Dale
Phone 3566
TAILOR SHOP
be among the Grizzly boosters at Galles, Billings.
Moscow. Milt Popovich, Grizzly
W. G. Gilbert and Don Gilbert, | Exclusively Electrical
141 W. Main
H>°ne 2548
captain, turned around as he clam Dillon; Bryan Honkawa, Billings;
bered aboard the train and waved Harold Ives, Superior; Milton Jesa cheery goodbye to the crowd.
ser, Hardin; Syd Kraabel, Mis
Band Leaves Today
soula; Harrison KellUm, Missoula;
Thirty-five Grizzly band mem Brenton LaBlanc, Anaconda; Bryan
bers will also be in Moscow for Lee, Wolf Point; Jack Muir, Great
the game. They leave today by Falls.
bus for Coeur d’Alene, Idaho,
Emerson Miller, Missoula; Joh}
where they will play a street con Meany, Plains; Larry Parker, Rocert tomorrow mornings They will nan; Harold Schecter, Missoula;
go from there to Moscow, where C u r t i s Stimson, Poison;; Cliff
they will play another street con Stephenson, Missoula; Earl Schencert at noon. They will play at kenberger, Wolf Point; Kenneth
W e point with pride to our fine selection of Thanks
the game and during the half-time Thompson, Missoula, and Jack
giving poultry. Here you will find the pick of the
intermission they will march on Wright, Missoula.
flocks, selected and graded by experts. W e are
the field and show the crowd their
equipped for every normal demand, but we suggest
stunts.
that you order early.
Members making up the travel Get Ready for Thanksgiving
and
the
Game
at
ing band are Bruce Armstrong,
DaCo poultry w ill grace the dinner tables o f the
Saco; Fred Bruce, Glasgow; John
Billings, Choteau; Keith*Brumwell,
proudest For a perfect bird, w e say order from
SMITH DRUG STORE
Whitefish; Joe Burns, Mullan,
your DaCo market.
Dial 5311
Idaho; Anders Berg, White Sul

Grizzly Horde

Thomally

HIGHLANDER BEER

Dancing
This W eek-end?

Thanksgiving

Poultry Headquarters

K U T ’N’ K U RL

John R. Daily, Inc.
Expert
Cleaning and Pressing

115 West Front Street

Fashion Club Cleaners!

Phone 2181

Branch — MODEL MARKET
Phone 2835

Phone 2661

L. Smith

Center
Gedgoud, Forte________ ------Gray
Right Guard
Pomajevich
. Pavkov
Right Tackle

Come In and See Oar New

COATS AND SUITS
SKIRTS AND BLOUSES

Whaley Style Shop

FRONT PAGE NEWS

Roxy Theater Building

Right End
Brower, Beal _
Quarterback

Gregory
We’ re Specializing in

Invisible Half-Soles

Left Half

Don’t forget those steel dots
for ladies' heels.

Right Half

WILL BU Y

SEE W HAT

Leading Shoe Shop
J. A. LaCaase

Fullback

Beat

514 S. Higgins

— IDAHO!
— Poor Grades!
— Long, Hard Work!
- A TYPEW RITER!

TYPEW RITER SUPPLY CO.
“ CHUCK” GAUGHAN
314 North Higgins

24 Envelopes
24 Sheets Crested Paper
1 Bottle Skrip Ink
WATCH FOR NEXT TUESDAY’S SPECIAL

Associated Students’ Store
UNION BUILDING

MIUKHtS MORE KKt HNER TOBACCOS!
IS IT GOOD BUSINESS TO BUY
COSTUER TOBACCOS FOR CAMELS?

“WHEN I’M at the ta
ble Camels are right
there with me too. Yes
sir! I’ll hand it to Cam
els for keeping diges
tion in trim,” says
B IL L M A L L O R Y ,
class o f ’39.

“ I SMOKE Camels
and my nerves stay
unruffled. I don’ t
want irritating ner
vous habits,” says
display
expert,
POLLY PETTIT.

“ CAMEL is (he ciga
rette. When I’m tired,
I light a Camel and
back to work I go with
a ’lift* in energy,” says
FRANK MULLADY,
auto mechanic.

Be Sure
It is —

DrillTeam, Vladimiroff
Entertain Mixer Crowd

T o See G am e

Montana in reserve strength.
It’s. Dad’s Day in Moscow and
the only Coast conference game
that the Grizzlies play this year.
Both teams want the victory—
Idaho to rededicate their new sta
dium; Montana to keep its untied
and undefeated record clean.
phur Springs.
Lineups
Donald Bauer, Watford City,
Montana
Idaho
N o r t h Dakota; Edward Brown,
Fort Benton; Walter Chapman,
Left End
Wolf Point; Lyman Clayton, Wolf
Point; Ralph Coltrin, Miles City;
Left Tackle
Norman Cummins, Hardin; Tom
Cobb, Missoula; Clifford Cyr, MisLeft Guard

Colling ShoeShop

FALL HATS

Friday, November 19,1937

KAIMIN

In Sterilized Bottles Is
the Ideal Drink for
Your Party
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,

ffjuU jG

The pleasure you get out of a cigarette depends on
the quality of the tobaccos put in it. And in the
case of Camels that means finer, costlier tobaccosl

only one way to get
THERE’S
the best tobaccos. That’s to

pay mote for them.
It has been a well-known fact for
years that Camel pays millions more
for finer tobaccos. It’s the natural
way to put more enjoyment into
smoking.
People have confidence in the
mildness and goodness of the finer
tobaccos in Camels. More and
more smokers turn to Camels.
They find that Camels are natu
rally milder. If you are not smok

ing Camels, try them now. And
see if you, too, don’t find that
Camels mean unfailing pleasure!
TH E NEW
CAM EL CARAVAN
Two great shows in an
honr’s entertainment I
Includes “ Jack Oakie College”
and Benny Goodman’s “ Swing
School” ! Sixty fast minutes of
grand fun and music. EveryTuesday night at 9:30 pm E. S. T.«
8:30 pm C .S .T .. 7:30 pm M .S.T .,
6:30 pm P.S.T., over W A B C Columbia Network.

“AS A fashion de
signer spending long
night hours creating
new styles, I’ve grown
to depend on the mel
low companionship
Camels give me,” says
the famous designer,
RENEE MONTAGUE.

•It
W

“ FOR YEARS
I’VE chosen Cam
els. Even after I’ve
smoked steadily, I
notice Camels leave
no after-taste,” re
marks M A X IN E
HOLLEN,salesgirl.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS IN
A MATCHLESS BLEND

